
KITCHEN STAFF
UNIT 7



KITCHEN STAFF

 chef 

 sous-chef

 cooks: fish chef, grill chef, pastry chef, sauce chef…

 bakers

 kitchen helpers

 dishwashers



 DO

TO PERFORM

 to do the cooking/roasting

 to do the washing-up

 to do the dishes

 to do homework

 MAKE

TO PRODUCE

 to make a cake

 to make a cup of coffee/tea

 to make a soup/salad

 to make breakfast/lunch/dinner



MAKE OR DO

 1. Her husband……….…all the shopping and cooking.

 2.The man comes once a week to ………..… the garden.

 3. It’s your turn to………...the washing.

 4.Martin, can you………..us a drink?

 5.In this pastry shop they………..the best cakes and biscuits.

 6. My father……….. excellent sauces

 7.The head of the family usually…….….the roasting, while women and guests……….. Salads and puddings



VOCABULARY

 To cook

 Cook

 Cooker

 cook sth up - 1 to make a meal quickly (using food that has been left)

 cookbook – a book that tells you how to prepare and cook food



PROVERBS ABOUT COOKS, COOKING AND EATING

 Too many cooks Spoil the broth

if too many people are involved in a task or activity, it will not be done well.

 A watched pot, never boils

used to mean that time passes very slowly when one is waiting for something to 
happen if that is the only thing one is thinking about

 There’s no use crying over spilt milk

there's no point to being upset over something that has already happened and 
cannot be changed

 The proof of the pudding Is in the eating

the real value of something can be judged only from practical experience or results 
and not from appearance or theory.

 Don’t bite off more Than you can chew

Don’t try to do something that is too difficult for you


